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-

Delivering award-winning construction services for distinguished clients throughout the United States

-

Accredited Quality Contractor committed to providing high quality building projects safely and productively to
nationwide communities
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New York, NY, Nov. 7, 2019 - - Wu & Associates, Inc. general contractors based in Mount Laurel, NJ specializing in designbuild and complex commercial construction with expertise in historical preservation, sustainability, and elevator systems
was honored with a 2019 Excellence in Construction award for Institutional projects under $10 million on Nov. 7, 2019 at
the Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) Empire State Chapter gala hosted in New York City’s The Gallery at Dream
Hotel.
This annual award ceremony recognizes and celebrates outstanding projects built by ABC Empire State members. The
awards competition raises the construction standards throughout the industry honoring quality craftsmanship produced
by merit shop contractors and their employees. “The acknowledgement for our successful delivery of the SUNY New Paltz
project, where we performed renovations to three campus buildings, Jacobson Faculty Tower, Smiley Art Building, and
Mckenna Theater, reminds us how we transform the communities we serve.” At the event to receive the award were
members of the Wu & Associates team, Adrian Salcedo, Business Development Manager, William (Bill) Mahler, Field
Manager, and James Sia, Construction Project Coordinator and a member of the project team.
This project had a tight two-month completion deadline which required attention to scheduling, teamwork, and consistent
communication with the client and the subcontracting teams. In an occupied location, Wu & Associates alongside skilled
subcontractors, abated hazardous materials, updated the interior aesthetics, improved function, increased energy
efficiency, and provided greater user satisfaction. The team demolished finishes in portions of the building, abated existing
vinyl asbestos floor tiles, replaced existing ceiling systems, altered existing HVAC system, replaced electrical lighting and
life safety systems, and applied new wall finishes and signage to classrooms and hallways. This was accomplished through
deliberate recruitment of and partnership with MBE, WBE, and SDVOB subcontractors continually included in the bidding
process. Wu & Associates believes in sharing opportunity with other small and minority firms local to the project area to
complete work within designated trades creating long-term business partnerships helping these firms grow.
Established in 1990, Wu & Associates is a second generation, small, minority-owned business with almost 30 years of
building industry experience skilled in navigating technical complexities and capable of handling projects between $1
million - $25 million. Leveraging the diverse talents of a 23-member team to provide creative and conscientious solutions
for the entire spectrum of construction related matters. Whether you are a corporate buyer, government entity, property
owner, design professional, or contractor Wu & Associates can assist you with achieving your specific construction goals.

To learn more Request a Consultation, email info@wuassociates.com, or call (856) 857-1639 to speak directly with a Wu
& Associates team member. “Tell us about your needs and we’ll see if there is a fit.”
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